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It was hard not to feel like we had somehow
mistakenly stumbled into a scene out of some B-list
action movie. But here we were squatting in a steamy
hovel in tiny Banda Neira, a forgotten outpost in the
remote Banda Sea, while our guide translated for us
to the local villager who earnestly wanted to make
a deal with his western visitors. A single bare light
bulb dangled from the roof beam and twinkled fitfully
creating a surreal effect as the glow occasionally
illuminated the intensity of our sweating faces.
“Tell him his price is too high,” I said.
A flurry of incomprehensible Indonesian dialect
erupted in response and rattled the flimsy sides of the
wooden shack we were huddled in. Outside the rain
pounded down in sufficient fury that I expected to
see animals lining up in pairs to board the ark by early
afternoon. Apparently my own resolve in bargaining
was meeting with more resistance than I expected. Ian
Mather, a reserved British diver who has spent way too
much time with me on far-flung dive expeditions over

the last nine years, and I had come to this flyspeck of
the Third World to buy cannons. A dour friend of the
cannon merchant crouched in the shadows… clad
only in a ragged pair of homespun trousers and a
colorful t-shirt bearing the smiling face of Osama Bin
Laden. Ian flashed a cautious look at me to suggest
that perhaps it might be time to suspend negotiations
while emotions cooled. I was inclined to concur.
The purchase of cannons was proving to be
a bit more complicated than I had expected. And
I considered myself to be something of a veteran
in this esoteric trade. Only 14 months ago, I had

procured a piece of similar armament along with an
accompanying 17th century pistol from the same seller.
He remembered me from the earlier visit and I wasn’t
about to forget him any time soon. He was the proud
owner of about five teeth and had carefully cultivated
a goatee that mustered maybe 14 hairs. Each chin hair
hung nearly to his chest in a wispy strand. He was right
out of central casting for a lame Lorenzo Lamas movie.
Subconsciously I expected actor Gary Busey to make
an appearance at any moment to deliver some leering
line about “getting the hell out of there while the
getting was still good.” But considering Busey’s acting
range and history of serious head injuries, a gapedmouth grunted oath was probably more likely.
Instead our guide, veteran Indonesian dive
explorer Tony Rhodes, broke in to announce that he

scholars” was definitely a reach... but we had done
our homework and knew a good cannon when we
saw one.) And we had a pretty good idea of what we
should have to pay to pry one from the eager seller’s
own limited selection.
This was my third visit to Banda Neira since
January of 2004. I probably earned whatever prize
might exist for frequent visitor status since the tiny
island is largely impossible to get to. There are no
regularly scheduled flights, no ships that call, and no
private yachts since a bloody attack in the mid-1990s
by militant Muslims from Ambon, a few hundred miles
to the west. The sudden invasion killed a score or
so of the Christian and Chinese inhabitants, and an
iconic ancient 17th century Dutch church was burned.
Prior to that, in 1988 the active volcano, being only
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Opening spread: Isolated serene lagoon in Raja Ampat Islands.
1) The waterfront of Banda Neira, lined by Dutch trading houses and
government offices, circa 1611. 2) 17th century Portuguese bronze
cannons. 3) The waterfront at Banda Neira today.
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agreed we should take a break and much needed
cooling off period. In another furious stream of local
dialect, he conveyed our intentions to return after
lunch. We stepped out of the dank hut and into the
rain. I found the drenching deluge to be suddenly
refreshing. It’s tough work buying cannons.
Especially when they’re original cast bronze
Portuguese cannons, circa 1605 or so. So put aside
whatever initial thoughts you may have had about
a nefarious link to some illicit arms trade. We were
actually well researched historical scholars intent on
acquiring some of the most sought after artifacts from
one of the most important, and violent, periods of
East Indies exploration. (Well, the bit about “historical
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a stone’s throw from the town’s commercial pier,
erupted killing some of the villagers and streaming
molten lava into the sea. So may I say with classic
understatement, that Banda Neira was not real high
on the vacation top spots of Indonesian tourism. I
think Tora Bora in Afghanistan may have nudged
them out for a slightly higher rating from Michelin’s
and AAA’s annual reviews.
When I arrived 19 months prior, we were the
first westerners to visit in nearly six years. The only
hotel in town hadn’t had a guest since Clinton was
president. Goats roamed the grounds and cats had
taken up residence in the hotel rooms. Dr. Doolittle
would have loved this place.
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You would never have known that this was once
the center of commerce for the hemisphere by the
Dutch and Portuguese in the wildly successful Spice
Trade back in the 16th century. It now also is site to
some of the best diving to be found in the world.
That’s what had brought me here on a circuitous
route across the eastern Indonesian archipelago that
would ultimately span nearly 14,000 miles on five
exploratory voyages aboard ship.

nutmeg and mace. Used as medicines, preserving
agents and flavoring ingredients, they were considered
to be almost priceless. Europeans were introduced
to the spices by Venetian merchants who came by a
trickling supply at exorbitant fees from Arab traders.
Suspicions were long held that the unique spices came
from some distant location in the Far East but the
Arabs kept strict secrecy on the actual location.
As early as 1511, Portuguese explorer Alfonso de
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and other work implements. On the other hand, they
strictly refused to allow the Portuguese to build any
forts or permanent settlement posts on the islands.
This spirited and reasoned independence would
come to a violent bloody end after other explorers
from Holland stumbled on to the scene in the early
1600s. Ironically, it was precisely the fact that no
Portuguese forts existed in the Bandas that led the
Dutch to the area instead of the islands to the north
which featured cloves but also a strong presence from
the earlier arriving Portuguese.
The Dutch traders and the shrewd Bandanese
would not prove to be a marriage made in any kind
of heaven. In fact, the Dutch despised the Bandanese
from their first introductions, complaining that the
natives were cheats and failed to live up to their
promised delivery of spices at the agreed prices. The
Dutch also harbored suspicions (that proved wellfounded) that the Bandanese were short-weighting
them on deliveries and mixing inferior nutmeg in with
the mace. One Dutch captain noted in a letter back to

1) View of Banda, circa 1824 by the Dutch artist Wilhelmus van
Groenewoud showing the protected harbor between Banda Neira and
Banda Besar. Ft. Belgica can be seen above the waterfront with Gunung
Api’s smoking peak towering over the scene. 2) Rendering of nutmeg.
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First A Little History
Nutmeg put the Banda Islands on the map.
Treachery, mass murder, global politicking, insane
profits, and even an intervention by the Pope kept
them there for nearly 300 years. It’s a grim chronicle of
conflict between the “civilized” western world and the
native Indonesian inhabitants who guarded access to
their prized natural resources.
From the dawn of recorded history until the late
18th century, the tiny Banda Islands were the only
source in the world for the fragrant spices known as
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Albuquerque, after conquering Malacca, dispatched
an expedition to try to locate the now infamous Spice
Islands. Obtaining the services of Malay guides, the
Portuguese sailed east along the Lesser Sundas
before turning northerly to intersect the Banda
Islands. Arriving in Banda Neira, as much by luck as
by design, the visitors filled their ship holds with an
overloaded cargo of nutmeg, mace and cloves.
While the Bandanese were not particularly
worldly, they were savvy enough to welcome the trade
in spices for rice, cloth, and some basic metal tools

his ship owners in Amsterdam, “These people are so
crooked and brazen that it is almost unbelievable.”
Well, the feeling was mutual. The Bandanese had
become accustomed to staple items of trade with
the Portuguese and now the Dutch wanted to make
substitutions themselves to the stream of outside
goods they had welcomed. Although the Bandanese
knew that another trade bidder for their valued spice
would only drive up the price, the underlying hitch
was that the Dutch were offering goods that the
locals deemed unsuitable. In an equatorial region
of mostly hot and humid conditions, the Bandanese
had little use for the heavy Dutch woolens and more
conventional manufactured goods that were of
dubious value in their climate and state of civilization.
The export of spices provided the import of
what amounted to essential items for the Bandanese.
Prior to the Dutch, trade had been established
with the early Javanese, Indian and Arab ships that
occasionally called. Later the Portuguese picked up
the flow with much-valued food goods and other
prized cargoes of Chinese porcelain, steel knives,
copper and a variety of medicines. The Bandanese
came to regard the Dutch newcomers as less than
optimal trading partners.
On the other hand, the Banda Islands’ spices
were some of the most sought after luxuries in
Europe and the profits were staggering. An average
profit in the range of 300 to 350 times the purchase
price was standard!
The returns from the first few voyages sparked
the greed of the Dutch merchants who financed the
expeditions. In the interest of limiting competition for
the spices that would cut into their profits, a consortium
of Dutch businessmen united to form the Vereenigde
Oostindische Compagnie (V.O.C.), or what became
known as the Dutch East India Trading Company.
The V.O.C. then conspired to enter into a treaty
with the leaders of the early Bandanese society known
as the orang kaya, translated quite literally as “rich
men.” While they may have been rich in the Banda
Islands sense of wealth, they were poor by comparison
to the Dutch and sadly outmatched when it came
to negotiating or even understanding the eventual
“Eternal Compact” they signed with the V.O.C. The
fateful compact guaranteed the Dutch an outright
monopoly on the spice trade. This document was
signed, likely in blissful ignorance of its implications, by
the Bandanese and it proved to be their undoing.
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England had begun to assert a presence in nearby
Ai and Run Islands. (Run is pronounced as “roon.”)
Trading posts were established and were quickly
fortified. The Dutch were aghast at this arrogance
and in 1615 stormed over from Banda Neira to invade
Ai with nearly 1,000 troops. The English withdrew to
Run Island and mounted a brilliant counterattack later
the same night, taking the celebrating Dutch army
completely by surprise, killing over 200 of their forces,
and driving them back aboard their ships in defeat.
An uneasy truce stopped hostilities for a year,
3

1) Jan Pieterszoon Coen, the ruthless Dutch governor-general of Banda
in 1618. 2) The slaughter of Banda’s leaders and supporters. Forty-four
men were beheaded and quartered at the hands of Dutch-hired Japanese
mercenaries. 3) A 19th century print showing the main trading settlement
of Banda Neira with Gunung Api across the strait.

The Eternal Compact was the basis of the first
2
Dutch troops deployed in Banda Neira under the
justification of protecting their monopoly. Fort
Nassau was constructed as a garrison for the Dutch
and a permanent force was left behind to monitor
the trade interests for the home country. Relations
quickly went downhill on both sides. The orang
kaya were fed up with the low prices their poorly
conceived compact provided in cash currency and
they equally disdained the useless Dutch trade
good items. The locals also didn’t appreciate the
Dutch ignorance of local custom and etiquette, and
the V.O.C.’s continuous insistence forbidding any
dealings with other traders even including the
long-established relations with the Javanese.
In 1609, a major reinforcement to Fort Nassau
infuriated the orang kaya and they decided to take
action. They lured the Dutch admiral and over 40
of his men to a meeting and instead ambushed
and murdered them all. The Dutch withdrew their
remaining troops to their ships and then decided
to build the larger and more heavily defended Fort
Belgica in 1611.
While the Portuguese and Spanish had faded
away under the dominance of the determined Dutch,
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but then the Dutch invaded Ai Island again with an
even larger force. Amazingly, the smaller force of
defending Englishmen and local Bandanese thwarted
the invasion and threw the Dutch back to their
ships primarily due to well-aimed cannon fire from
strategically placed gun mounts on the island. But
without a means of reinforcement and supply, the
defenders ran out of ammunition inside a month and
were slaughtered. The Dutch claimed the fort and
renamed it Fort Revenge.
Now with the hated English out of the way, Jan
Pieterszoon Coen, the V.O.C.’s ruthless governorgeneral, was free to indulge his brimming hatred
toward the Bandanese people whom he could still
not bring to heel. Six years later in 1621, 2,000 troops
landed on Banda Neira and forced the reluctant
orang kaya to sign, at musket point, a new and even

more restrictive treaty. In fact, Coen deliberately set
out treaty terms that were so unacceptable to the
Bandanese that he knew they would violate them.
This would allow him, from his perspective, to justify
turning his guns on the despised natives. While
waiting for the orang kaya to renege on their treaty,
he built another massive fort named Fort Hollandia
on Lontar Island (also known now as Banda Besar) just
a short distance across the harbor to the south. The
Dutch now completely controlled all entry and exit
points to the main Banda Islands. The stage was now
set for one of the bloodiest atrocities in history.
Coen quickly noted a litany of real and trumpedup treaty violations and infractions and unleashed his
men. The result was total carnage. Coen brought in a
special force of Japanese mercenaries to conduct his
dirty work. The orang kaya were made first examples of
Dutch justice. Forty-four were beheaded and quartered
by the Japanese. Their heads were then impaled on
bamboo spears for display. A systematic slaughter was
then undertaken to eradicate the Bandanese from
their home islands. A census in 1620 had established
the native population at approximately 15,000 persons.
Almost all were killed by the Dutch forces. Even 15
years later there were fewer than 600 Bandanese
living in the islands. It heralded the beginning of the
Dutch colonial era in the East Indies... an infamous
and savage baptism for the locals.

After killing or driving out the Bandanese, Coen
swiftly revived the spice commerce. Since there were
no longer any natives to work the crops, slaves were
brought in. Trade and profits soared and Banda was
noted in one contemporary account as “the brightest
star of the V. O. C. constellation.” When Coen realized
that he could not adequately defend either Ai or
Run Islands from the British, in a defensive move to
protect the product monopoly he ordered that all the
nutmeg trees there be exterminated.
Finally in 1667, the Pope stepped in and took
action to staunch the bloody rivalries in the Spice
Islands by mandating the Treaty of Breda. Under that
edict, the formerly British-held island of Run was ceded
to the Dutch in exchange for a backwater diseaseinfested Dutch island on the other side of the globe
called New Amsterdam or Manhattan. Today, a tiny
population of Bandanese eke out a subsistence living
on remote Run Island located about 12 miles south
of Banda Neira. Run is of no discernible value today.
Manhattan, on the other hand, has shown considerable
growth... and real estate values, along with
international trade, have ratcheted up just a smidgen
since the exchange 342 years ago. You can even find a
parking spot on Run without difficulty: there are still no
cars or motorized vehicles. Try that on Fifth Avenue in
New York… even Mayor Michael Bloomberg takes the
train from his mansion to downtown.
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For the two centuries that followed, the entire
world market bought its nutmeg from the Dutch
East India Company. The resulting profits were
huge. Although most of the returns were retained
at home back in Holland, local Dutch planters
(who took over the spice cultivation following the
genocide of the Bandanese), pushed their cash
surpluses into building elaborate mansions in

destroyed half of the nutmeg trees and stripped the
remainder of their priceless fruit. Paybacks are hell.
Ultimately, the V. O. C. was doomed due to
the inspired thievery of the French who managed
to smuggle some seedling nutmeg trees out of
the Banda Islands to Ile de France, now known as
Mauritius. These in turn were transplanted to the
Caribbean and elsewhere. In 1790 the monopoly
finally fell primarily due to alternatives to spice supply
and the V. O. C.’s own internal bad management on
top of smuggling, graft and world events.

Opposite page: Cathryn Castle on one of the deep walls off the Raja
Ampat islands. 2) Nudibranch. 3) A Christian church stands at the center
of a small village off a remote atoll near Misool Island.

Banda Neira with polished marble floors, beautiful
tiles, crystal chandeliers, fully stocked wine cellars,
and the latest in European furniture. These edifices
exist today, more or less intact, although in need of
upkeep. Some have been converted into schools,
private residences and museums.
The brutality of the Dutch went unchecked even
after the Massacre of 1621. In a five-year period,
between 1633 to 1638, there were 25 executions. One
account notes, “The victims were, variously, burned
alive, broken on the wheel, garroted, decapitated,
or just hanged.” One individual was termed to have
been “arquebussed” to death: blown to bits by being
shot with one of the heavy, matchlock arquebus guns
of the era. Records also record 52 mutilations and 17
floggings. It was not a time for dissenters.
The western boundary of Banda Neira’s natural
harbor is an island known as Gunung Api, the
Indonesian term for Fire Mountain. This is a not-sosubtle homage to the active volcanoes strung along
the country’s Ring Of Fire. Finally, in something of a
biblical revenge, Banda’s Gunung Api erupted on April
2, 1778. In the space of only one hour the mountain
belched up fire, brimstone and lava as well as an
earthquake, a tsunami, and hurricane force winds that
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The demise of the Dutch East India Company
marked the end of one of the world’s most successful
trading companies as well as one of its most savage.

Departing Sarong
Tony Rhodes, a charming expatriate
entrepreneur from London, was our guide, translator
and host aboard his 120-ft. ship. (He has since sold
the business and moved on to become a successful
resort developer in Bali.) The vessel was an eightyear-old replica of the Indonesian classic sailing craft
known as Pinisi schooners. Although sporting a full
sailing rig, most of our voyaging over the course of a
month would be done under power from her single
diesel engine. It was slow and steady (definitely not
a sprint), all with a certain swashbuckling sense of
adventure aboard a ship that could easily have played
a role in Pirates of the Caribbean.
I had actually visited the Banda Islands ahead of
Tony with pioneering dive guide Larry Smith aboard
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Tony Rhodes and Rex Owen illuminate
the limestone walls of a deep cave
system in the Raja Ampat islands.
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1) Raja Ampat. 2) Local village kids come to visit the ship in their
dugout canoe off Misool. Opposite page) Profuse soft corals,
gorgonians and sea fans on Run Island’s steep walls.

another vessel back in January 2004. (Sadly, Larry
passed away in 2007.) But that operation only could
handle 10 divers and we persuaded Tony to adopt
an itinerary based on my notes from Larry’s trip and
an exploratory voyage four months later when Tony’s
ship relocated from Irian Jaya, now known as Papua,
(the west end of New Guinea Island that belongs
to Indonesia) back to their regular routes to the
Komodo Islands. Seasonal weather conditions dictate
abandoning the Komodo region from about late
December to late May when the winds and rain take
hold, reducing visibility and generating rough seas.
Meanwhile, the Papua and Raja Ampat region in the
northeast quadrant of the Indonesian archipelago
remains calm, sunny and inviting.
After considerable planning, we worked out a
special route for a one-month voyage itinerary that
would take us from Sorong (up in the northeast
quadrant) all the way through Raja Ampat, the Banda
Sea, through the Komodo Islands and back to Bali.
Sorong is the main town of Papua. It is located
at the west end of the Bird’s Head Peninsula. (One
look at the map of this region will explain its name.)
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There’s no getting around the fact that it is basically
a scum hole. Tony and his wonderfully efficient crew
met our incoming flight from Manado and swiftly saw
to our transfer to air-conditioned taxis that sped us to
the vessel anchored a short distance away from the
equally scummy harbor piers.
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We were underway shortly and thankful to
leave Sorong wallowing in our wake. The cruise
down a long narrow waterway afforded gorgeous
vistas as we steamed westward into the setting
sun toward the Raja Ampat island group. Here the
densely forested islands pop up from the placid
seas bearing a striking resemblance to the famed
Rock Islands in Palau. Seemingly hundreds of
islands, cayes and islets dot the seascape and the
diving is richly diverse throughout.
Several spectacular natural harbors allowed us
to leave the ship comfortably anchored surrounded
by the verdant island peaks. Explorations between
dives revealed a never-ending showcase of superb

This is the area where visiting ichthyologists
recently counted more fish species on a single
dive than had been previously identified in the
entire South Pacific. Divers who had previously
experienced only the rather bland (by comparison)
Bahamas or Caribbean are typically rendered
speechless at the astounding variety of marine life.
Photographers simply lose their friggin’ minds.
We made steady progress on a southerly course
through the southern Raja Ampat, off the east end
of Misool and its surrounding smaller islands before
skirting Seram to our starboard and diving the eastern
barrier reefs and walls offshore. Like virtually this entire
region, the outlying islands are mostly uninhabited
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Opposite page: Lina Hitchcock swims over massive plate coral formations
regrown to full maturity less than 20 years after being buried by lava flow
off Gunung Api near Banda Neira. 1) Pipefish. 2) Mandarinfish mating pair.

snorkeling sites and brilliant white sand beaches.
Tony’s crew had discovered a winding shallow route
through one isolated island cluster that ended in
a nearly land-locked saltwater lake. Landing the
dive skiffs, we made our way up a steep craggy
limestone wall that ended in a level plateau
revealing the entrance to a massive cave system.
Towering stalactite and stalagmite formations
draw us inward for nearly a quarter mile. Pausing
briefly to adjust some camera settings, I had to duck
under an overhang to avoid the sudden exit of a
few thousand bats that the most adventurous of
our group had unsettled from their daytime sleep.
Nearly five minutes passed while the steady stream
of beating leather wings kept me crouched low
and covering myself as best I could from the rain
of guano that cascaded my way. (Diving journalism:
more than a job, it’s an adventure!)
The dive sites offer everything from classic
wide-angle walls, teeming hard coral reefs, macro
critters of the first order, and the richest diversity
of tropical fish species known to exist in the world.
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except for a few scattered villages. Nonetheless, we
would encounter small fishing boats and even dugout
sailing canoes manned by a single fisherman some 50
miles or more from the nearest land.
It was interesting to observe the changeover in
population from the predominant black Melanesians in
Papua and Raja Ampat to the light-skinned Indonesian
villagers around Misool as we made our way deeper
into the archipelago. An overnight passage brought
us to remote Koon Island and her lavish coral gardens.
A brisk current swept the divers on drift dives along
the wall while schools of jack, fusiliers and big pelagics
swarmed in the deep blue water. Reluctantly we pulled
anchor after a magnificent night dive and turned
southwest to the Banda Islands and our meeting with
the cannon merchant.
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plastic, a diver can quickly remove the top covering
sand layer. During our visits divers have found intact
wine bottles, ceramic jugs, as well as copper, silver
and gold coins. I found a handful of coins dating back
as far as 1618 in less than a half hour of sweeping.
Photographers also mine a rich treasure of
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Diving Into History

2

Banda Neira’s ancient pier and the adjacent
seawall have been, more or less, in the same location
for about 500 years. Ancient Portuguese, Dutch,
Javanese and English ships anchored or moored
over the gray sandy volcanic bottom to off-load trade
goods and take on rich cargoes of nutmeg and other
valued spices. Seamen toiled in the hot sun and
relaxed with strong drink following their labor.
Over the centuries a rich cache of bottles, coins,
ceramics and other artifacts accumulated on the
bottom as a result of being tossed overboard or
accidentally being dropped. In addition to the
interesting historical debris, a unique marine life
community has taken residence. Here is to be found
one of the most unique and interesting dive sites in
the Indo-Pacific region (and that means the world).
We decided to cool off in the staggering
humidity after the rainstorm by diving. Haggling over
cannon prices could wait a bit, we figured.
Diving here is easy. Descending a side boarding
stairs to a small platform, divers come and go all day
and night from the ship to explore. Artifact hunters
head off to the deeper depths between 70-110 feet
or so. Every time a local freighter or small commercial
ship calls, their propeller wash creates new discoveries
as the bottom is churned. Armed with a simple
“fanning” device such as a Frisbee or flat piece of
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1) A cannon stands sentry over Banda Neira’s harbor from Fort Beligica.
2) View of Banda Besar harbor from Fort Belgica’s tower. Opposite page)
Ceremonial war canoe, or Kora-Kora, escorts our ship from Banda harbor.

macro and rare tropical fish portraits. Beginning as
shallow as five feet in depth by the seawall, a resident
population of mandarinfish, estimated to be in the
hundreds, affords access to the elusive species all
day and night. Unlike other areas in the Pacific where
they may only be observed by the handful at dusk
during traditional mating periods, the Banda Neira
mandarinfish are seemingly everywhere. And they’re
huge. Baseball’s Jose Canseco must have visited a
while back and dropped off some steroids because
these guys, in the sense of a fish species normally only
a few inches long at best, are now the size of Barry
Bonds. It’s common to see specimens that are nearly
a half-foot in size. (And they can hit a hanging curve
over Fort Belgica’s ramparts...)
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A wave of glassy sweepers stream
through the coral at Gunung Api.
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In addition to the gargantuan mandarinfish, a
host of other unique marine life presents itself to the
underwater photographer’s lens. Pipefish, schooling
catfish, sea snakes, nudibranchia, frogfish, scorpionfish,
cuttlefish, mantis shrimp, and all sorts of other critters
provide an endless palette of subjects. Most subjects
live within 60 feet to the surface, so a single aluminum
80 can last forever. Some divers basically spend the
entire time here underwater, surfacing only for meals
and attention to camera re-loads, digital downloads
or battery charges. The digital photographer enjoys a
distinct advantage by having a larger image bank and
the ability to edit underwater. One of our divers, Rex
Owen from Kentucky, logged over nine hours bottom
time… in one day!
Banda Neira is not limited to the diving on
the waterfront. The dive skiffs also whisk you to
nearby drop-offs, shallow reefs and a memorable
experience diving the massive lava flows that
swept down Gunung Api’s peak in the last eruption
of 1988. Most everyone is used to hearing coral
experts drone on in dooms day rhetoric about
the legendary presumptive slow growth of hard
corals after natural or manmade destruction. Here
the corals have re-grown from total annihilation
when the lava smothered them four feet deep with
molten rock. In less than 20 years, the entire reef
had rebounded and now featured towering stag
horn and elk horn growth as well as plate corals that
are 20 feet in diameter. That’s more than a foot of
new growth annually.
As compelling as the diving is, one should not
miss the opportunity to explore the charming old
town that is so rich in history. Both Fort Nassau and
Fort Belgica are within easy walks from the pier
and an excellent museum is but two blocks away.
The mansions of the old Dutch plantation owners
still stand and invite visitors. An eager horde of
locals offer some great buys on artifacts, batiks,
rare shells, pearl jewelry, coins and other unique
antiquities. And, of course there are the bronze
cannons noted in my opening narrative.
Following our dive, we re-opened negotiations
on cannon acquisitions and by the following day
had made successful offers on six prized guns. Ian
Mather, a passionate wreck diver back home in his
native England, purchased three cannons ranging in
size from close range small bore “deck sweepers”
to a beautiful 110-pound specimen nearly five feet
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in length. We enriched the gross national product
of Banda Neira by about 400 percent and sailed on.
A short distance to the southwest are the
islands of Ai and Run that played a key role in the
hostilities between the English and Dutch in the
1600s. Both islands have pretty much fallen off the
map again and are even less visited than Banda
Neira. That’s probably just as well since both offer
excellent diving that is largely unspoiled even by
today’s state of civilization in the Bandas.
The diving around Ai offers walls, coral gardens
and shallows that can easily eat up two days, but we
moved on to Run. Depending on your time of year,
Run presents a variety of sites on the west side that
are calm and protected from early April to June. But
the east side, which can be dived from January to
about the end of March, is jaw-dropping phenomenal.
The southeast corner of Run juts out from her steep
cliff sides, then precipitously drops off into deepwater nothingness. The diving is fantastic from the
corner all the way back to the northern end. The
cobalt blue water can exceed 200 feet of visibility and
the wall is covered in soft corals, lush gorgonians and
towering sea fans. A vibrant population of anthias and
other tropicals swirl amongst the shallow structures
with a teeming fish population of grouper, snapper,
angels, and sharks. Pelagics and mantas abound in
the blue, and the toughest part of a diver’s day is
deciding to shoot macro, fish portraits or wide angle.
It’s one of the loveliest sites in the Indo-Pacific.

Lina Hitchcock on deep
wall over soft coral,
Run Island, Banda Sea
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being a towering 3,000-foot peak, it barely rises more
than about 800 feet above the surface. Sheer rock
walls prevent any hope of landing and the summit
spews a regular stream of smoky discharge. A lava
flow scars the west side and hot sulfur vents assail
your nose if you approach closely. The escaping hot
thermal vents underwater are the likely cause of the

Gretchen Gilliam braves the
serpents at Gunung Api.

Beyond Banda
But we had an appointment with the famed sea
snake aggregations at isolated Gunung Api (Diving
Adventure issue #5) and so we steamed onward to
the southwest pausing only for a day of diving at
one of the uninhabited atolls that offers a perfect
stop during daylight hours. Four dives on the atoll
walls drained our energy sufficiently enough that
everyone was ready for the sack as we set course
for our rendezvous with the snakes.
Linda Brinkoetter, one of our repeat guests joining
us for her first Indonesian trip, had already chimed in
by phone months in advance to express her hesitancy
about the place when she had read my original article
about the snakes, Sea Snakes of Fire Mountain back in
2004 when I owned Fathoms magazine.
I sold Fathoms in early 2005 and the buyers
quickly alienated me and apparently most readers
because they went out of business in barely three
years. It always bemuses me that some people buy
successful businesses and then ignore all advice
offered by the sellers and founders. Next thing you
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sea snakes’ attraction to this tiny thumb on an island
that suddenly thrusts up from the surrounding 10,000
foot plus depths of the Banda Sea.
It turned out that everyone had read my account
of diving here in 2004 and after a little reassurance
the entire group decided to give it a shot. The crystal
clear water and protected anchorage even lured
the skeptical Linda from her upper deck sun lounge
to partake in the first dive. She sought out our only
medical professional in the group, Dr. Nick Southall,
for his assessment of her survival prognosis if bitten.
He reminded her that there was no known antidote for
the deadly neurotoxin the snakes’ venom possesses,
but that he was confident that the reptiles harbored no
evil intent. She was fine with this explanation and her
vague assumption that Nick would somehow mount
a spirited and heroic emergency first aid in the field.
Her confidence faltered a bit when Nick’s wife, Donna,
confided that his medical field was dentistry.
“Great,” she lamented. “If I get bitten, suck out
the poison and then put in a couple of new crowns.”
She was not the picture of confidence as she boarded
the dive launch but at least she had dental insurance
in her health plan.

know, they’re gone leaving debt and chaos in their
wake. Go figure…
But back to Linda and her pronouncement just
before we arrived: “I just want you to know two
things: firstly, you are completely nuts; and secondly, I
will not be diving at this site under any circumstances.
I’d rather try my hand at fire-walking or bull riding,”
she nervously informed me.
I explained that I could probably arrange
the fire-walking as an alternative and she quickly
retreated from that suggestion professing a deep
desire for some quality tanning time that she would
undertake while the rest of the village idiots aboard
went tempting fate with the poisonous snakes. It
was a sentiment that had been shared by several
other guests and I decided to make a point of
briefing everyone about the simple curiosity of the
snakes and that we’d be diving the north end of the
island where they were less concentrated.
Gunung Api, like the mountain of the same name
in Banda Neira, is an active volcano. But instead of
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Gretchen Gilliam in school of
glassy sweepers, Raja Ampat.

Rolling into the water, I drifted down to the
beautiful coral garden etched with sand channels
and settled to dial in some camera settings.
Looking up moments later, I realized that I
had been joined by nearly a dozen snakes that
welcomed me back after a year’s absence. They
casually swam about my legs, over my shoulders,
peered into my dome port, poked their noses
against my mask, and played in the exhaust
bubbles. Linda hovered above me in the water
column excitedly pointing out my serpentine
companions. I hadn’t the heart to direct her
attention to the score or so of snakes that were
racing in her direction. I figured we were going to

day in May 2005 it seemed that the numbers had
tripled. It’s one of the most exciting dives anywhere
and rivals the hammerhead shark schools at Cocos
Island for sheer adrenaline. Most people are
dismissive when Gunung Api is described. They
can believe the part about the great wall dives
and thriving reef structures. They can accept the
accounts of nearly limitless visibility. They’ll even go
along with the notion that they are diving around an
active volcano. But the assurance that they will be
treated to a showcase of deadly sea snakes ranging
from two feet to nearly 10 feet... by the dozens... at
nose to nose range... well, that is where most divers
chalk the whole tale up to an exaggerated shaggy

Divers launch returning
at sunset, Banda Sea

need some of Nick’s nitrous oxide to get her back
aboard without major sedation.
But like so many divers I’ve introduced to
these magical animals, her fears quickly changed to
fascination with their effortless grace and disarming
curious nature. By the end of the first dive she had
accepted them with about as much trepidation
as the ubiquitous moray eels that are found on
every reef. She wasn’t ready to settle down and
be groped by snakes but they had come to a
satisfactory mutual non-aggression pact worthy of
NATO forces in Eastern Europe during the Cold
War era. A Nobel Peace Prize can’t be far off.
On my prior visits in 2004 I had been amply
impressed with the snake population. But on this
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dog story. It’s not.
One of my most lingering memories of
that day was a scene one of the videographers
captured of a diver finning vigorously after a large
snake swimming away from him. He was blissfully
oblivious to the baker’s dozen of snakes swimming
equally vigorously between his legs, around his
body, behind his head, etc. When the video was
shown to him later, he visibly blanched.
I could spend a week here. That was the
consensus of everyone. But we had completed less
than half of our journey across the vast archipelago
and we once again sailed on after four dives.
The Komodo Islands and their resident dragons
awaited us. n
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